Robots are rapidly becoming a part of everyday life and have now moved from industrial environments to household, medical and entertainment applications. In order to make full use of robots new interfaces need to be developed, which allow inexperienced human users to instruct (program) robots, without having to understand programming and the underlying electronics and mechanics. In this paper we present a novel sketch-based interface for robot programming. We have identified applications which are difficult to represent algorithmically, but can be easily represented with sketch input. We then define a range of sketch impressions allowing the user to define a wide range of behaviours within these application domains. Our system uses a Pioneer robot with an arm and a fixed overhead camera. The user sketches into the camera view and the sketch input is interpreted, mapped into the 3D domain, and translated into robot interactions. Current applications include specification of robot paths and obstacles, covering regions (e.g., patrolling in security applications or seed sowing in agricultural applications), and directing the robot arm, e.g., to pick up objects. A user evaluation of the system demonstrates that the interface is intuitive and, with the exceptions of controlling the arm, all interactions are perceived as easy to perform.
Introduction
Robots are becoming increasingly prevalent in today's society, but use of robots is limited by the difficulty in directing (programming) them. Most production robots used in consumer and industry applications today are fully autonomous, with a clearly defined hardcoded set of functionalities.
Many different approaches to human-robot interaction have been explored. The traditional approach is to program robots using one of many programming languages available. This requires expert knowledge of the robot hardware and also software programming skills. This process is well above the knowledge of the ordinary consumer and it is a complex and time consuming process even for an expert. Alternatively, robots can be controlled using joysticks or a keyboard, but this limits the number of possible tasks, and requires training and mental skills (user must take on the robot's view). A novel intuitive interface is needed that simplifies interaction with and control of robots.
Gesture recognition and speech recognition have both been suggested as possible interfaces [1] . Although these are natural communication methods for humans, speech and voice commands suffer from innate ambiguity so more general behaviour and tasks are hard to convey, e.g., to accurately specify an area for the robot to control. An alternative approach is sketch-based interfaces, which are rapidly gaining in popularity with the increased uptake of consumer-level touch sensitive devices. The premise is that a user draws a free form picture on the screen with a mouse or stylus. These sketches are then interpreted by software, providing more complex functionality. Sketch-input is a promising approach because of its intuitive pen-and-paper metaphor. Sketching avoids the need for 3D input devices, does usually not require a 3D mental model, is supported by many social networking tools (hence potentially facilitating remote and collaborative work), and is available on a wide variety of platforms such as PCs with Windows 7, iPhones, and interactive white boards. Furthermore it has been shown that sketching encourages creativity [2] and enables users to concentrate on the overall problems rather than details [3] . By combining sketch and a real time camera representation of the environment an even richer experience can be provided. For instance, objects for the robot to manipulate can be identified easily by sketching a circle around their image in the view. Note that this idea can be considered as a type of Augmented Reality interface, which are becoming more and more popular in robotics.
This project aims to design and create a sketchbased interface that can be used with minimal instruction to control a robot to perform tasks relating to real world applications. Section 2 covers previous relevant work on human-robot interaction and sketch-based interfaces. Section 3 identifies requirements for our applications, which are used to motivate the system design presented in section 4. We explain two components of the system, the sketch recogniser and the robot control in more detail in section 5 and 6, respectively. Section 7 gives implementation details. The results of evaluating our system are found in section 8 and are followed by the conclusion and an outlook on future work in section 9.
2 Related Work
Human Robot Interaction
A variety of interfaces has been developed to facilitate human-robot interaction including speech recognition, gesture recognition, facial recognition, and interfaces that use peripherals such as a touch screen, mouse, joystick or keyboard. Speech recognition has been successfully employed in applications with a limited number of commands, e.g., to find our where people want to go and guide them [4] . The ability to ask questions and gesture recognition, such as detecting where the user points to, can be used to resolve ambiguities [5] . Other interfaces to control robots include joysticks and peripherals that take inputs from buttons [6] . These interfaces are intuitive and hence easy to use for most people. However, they only allow interaction via a set of predefined functions since the input has a clearly defined semantic. Touch screens are being used by the U.S. Army to control Experimental Unmanned Vehicles (XUVs), since they reduce supervisory workload, give new operational flexibility and increase the span of control [7] . Other applications include search and rescue robots [8] and social robots [9] . However, touch screen interfaces can suffer from too much information being presented on the screen [8] .
Sketch-Based Interfaces for Animation and Robot Control
The most common application of sketching for controlling motion is character animation. Animated 3D characters and robots are both usually represented as a skeleton of rigid bones connected by joints. Steger represents 2D motions with directed motion paths [10] . Disparate motions are synchronized using events which are indicated by time stamps along the motion paths. Motion Doodles allow the user to sketch a motion path for a sketched character which can consist of up to seven components with predefined functionalities (head, body, arms, etc.) [11] . The second approach for sketch-based animation is to draw key poses and extract motion from them. This can be achieved by sketching skeletons for key frames and interpolating them [12, 13] . An alternative approach is to draw perspective 2D sketches of different poses from a single view point and to translate differences in bone length into 3D positions and hence motions [14] .
Interfaces that use sketches to control robots have been devised for robot navigation, controlling multiple robots and controlling household robots. Skubic et al. achieve robot navigation by drawing landmarks on a PDA [15] and control formations of multiple robots by sketching different symbols [16] . Sakamoto et al. control vacuuming robots by stroke gestures and sketching motion paths and operation areas [17] .
Requirement Analysis
The goal of our research is to provide an interface for applications where an inexperienced user needs to control a robot using an unconstrained set of motions. Five key application areas were identified: household robots for tasks such as mowing, vacuuming and fetching objects, surveillance where the robot patrols and protects a certain area, industry where a robot may need to move around a factory and manipulate products with a robotic arm, agriculture where a robot might need to sow seed, monitor crops and apply pesticides, and education to provide users with insight into robot control.
These applications can be characterised by the following tasks: (1) Motion paths and target: many household and industrial settings (e.g., automated forklifts) require the robot to move to a given object, either directly or via a given path. There must be a simple way of specifying real world points for the robot to manoeuvre to and paths to follow. Moving of objects requires the sequences of tasks to be specified, for instance move to the object, pick it up and then move elsewhere in the room. Furthermore, in factory and outdoor environments robots often must stay off certain areas, e.g., in order to avoid dangerous obstacles or collisions with pedestrian. There must be a method of indicating areas that the robot must not travel through. (2) Area coverage:
In surveillance, agriculture and household tasks, such as cleaning, the robot must cover a prescribed area, which can have an arbitrary shape. (3) Pick up and drop off: In household and industrial application it is common for robots to pick up an object and drop it off at another location. Examples are nursing robots fetching medicine and automated forklifts shifting pallets.
In all applications the robot should be able to be stopped immediately. This is particularly important in large scale industrial robots where safety is critical. The ability to pause the robot is also desirable, e.g., for maintenance tasks in industrial applications, or for cleaning applications where users may wish to stop the robot whilst they are in the room.
4 System Design
Physical Setup
In order to control the robot in the environment a view of the environment is required. One solution is to provide a map, e.g., created by sketch input, or automatically using a SLAM (Simultaneous localization and mapping) algorithm. We use instead a ceiling mounted calibrated camera since a real view of the environment is most intuitive, we used a similar set-up in previous research which accelerates development, and because cameras are inexpensive and often already exist in indoor environments for security purposes. We use a Pioneer 3 robot with attached arm. A fiducial marker is attached to its top so it can be tracked by the overhead camera, and its position computed using using ARToolKitPlus, which is a part of ARDev [18] . ARDev is also used to display the image of the current view from the camera in realtime on the environment window in our interface. Two input windows exist as illustrated in figure 1 : the real-world view from the overhead camera and a 3D OpenGL window displaying a robot model. Figure 2 shows an overview of the logical design of our system. ARDev renders the sketches drawn by the user within the environment window and renders the 3D robot model. When input from the mouse or touch screen is received the 2D sketched input is mapped to ARDev's 3D world co-ordinates. An event is then fired in ARDev to get the mouse co-ordinates which are sent to the Sketch Manager. The Sketch Manager is responsible for the recognition and classification of sketches and how ARDev will display those sketches. If the sketch corresponds to any of the nine sketches able to be recognised by the system the Sketch Manager fires an event to the Robot Control. The Robot Control then interprets the sketches so they can be executed as behaviours by the robot using the robot's current position obtained from ARDev. To control the robot, the user sketches on the two views shown in figure 1 . The first view is of the environment. In this window the sketch recogniser is notified of any mouse motion or clicks and records each sketch. Once each sketch is recorded it is classified by the sketch recogniser to determine what action has been drawn. Upon successful classification, events are sent to the robot control system where they are recorded. Each event is processed in sequence by interpreting its associated sketch as real world behaviour. This involves projecting the sketch into real world points as well as processing of the sketch to break it down into a series of actionable tasks. ARDev provides the robot control subsystem with information about the robot's current location by detecting a fiducial marker in the image. Using this localisation information, the Pioneer robot can then be controlled via a robot interface to perform the required behaviour.
Logical Setup
The second view displays a 3D robot model; mouse motion in this view is handled by the robot model subsystem. This allows the user to manipulate a 3D model of a robotic arm using sketches. The positions of this arm are passed to the robot control which handles updating the position of the physical arm to match the robot model.
Sketch Symbols and Semantic
The left part of figure 1 illustrates the types of sketch input recognised by our system. The symbols cover all of the functionalities described in section 3. In order to simplify usage and recognition we chose the simplest and most intuitive representations we could find.
For directing a robot to a point a cross is used since this avoids ambiguities with other functionalities which could occur when using, e.g., a small circle. Paths are defined with an arrow since this avoids ambiguities compared to lines used in Sakamoto et al.'s solution [17] . Arrows situated on the robot rotate it to the arrows heading. A region of interest (closed contour) is used to indicate an area for the robot to patrol/cover. Double headed arrows are used to specify routes to patrol. For reasons of simplicity a triangle is used to initiate a camera capture while a rectangle specifies an obstacle or area to be avoided. A more general representation for the future might be a closed contour with a cross or scribble inside. For stop and pause a square and parallel lines were used, respectively. The reasoning being a large number of people already understand the functionality intended, based on their experience with music players. Following a similar logic scribbles were used for deletion since this functionality is similar to using an eraser on paper, blackboards and in drawing programs.
The window with the 3D robot model allows users to rotate components by sketching a line starting on the part to be moved. In our case the only movable part is the arm. The user can rotate the whole arm, the three hinge joints and can open and close the gripper. Sketch input is translated to a 3D rotation by using the trackball concept [19] : a virtual sphere is placed over the window centered at the joint to be rotated. The start and end point of the sketch are then projected onto the sphere surface. Connecting the centre of the rotation (the selected joint) to the points results in two vectors. The rotation axis is obtained from the cross product of these vectors and the rotation angle from the angle between them. If the joint is not a ball joint only rotations around the movable directions are applied.
Sketch Recogniser
The Sketch Recogniser has to recognise single and double sided arrows, scribbles, closed contours, and various symbols. Recorded sketches are first processed to compute basic properties and are then tested with a series of classifiers. The sketch is then stored as either a classified or unclassified sketch. Notification through call-back to the robot control subsystem occurs whenever a sketch is created or deleted.
Sketch Processing
Once the sketch stroke has been captured it is processed to reduce noise. This occurs in two stages, first the raw data is smoothed by an eleven point weighted moving average, which acts as a low pass filter removing small perturbations in the input which can arise due to an unsteady hand. Next the sketch is broken down into a series of straight line segments using a split and merge technique. This involves continuously splitting the set of raw sketch points if the straight line error is too large. This is continued until lines are fitted to all points with an acceptable error. This reduces noise and computation time, as every pixel does not have to be considered when performing sketch recognition or when displaying the sketch to screen. The points that define the start and the end of each line are stored and become the "control points" of that sketch object.
The following classifiers make use of the length of a sketch, its number of direction changes, angles between straight lines and the size and shape of its oriented bounding box, which is the smallest possible rectangle that can be placed around it. The oriented bounding box for a sketch a is calculated immediately after it has been sketched, and its height and width are denoted by a oobH and a oobW , respectively.
Sketch Classification
A variety of classifiers have been implemented based on the above and some additional properties.
A scribble is characterised by a dense packing within its bounding box and a high number of direction changes or a circular repeating motion. Experiments were conducted to derive the constants in the following equations capturing these properties:
#DirectionChanges #ControlP oints − 2 > 0.18 5.5 * length(a) a oobH + a oobW + #DirectionChanges #ControlP oints − 2 > 2.4
The cross and pause sign are characterised by two approximately straight lines a and b (width >> height for the oriented bounding box) with similar length. For the cross the bounding box centres are similar and the bounding boxes roughly orthogonal to each other, whereas for the pause sign they are roughly parallel.
Arrows and double arrows are recognised by a relatively long straight or curved sketch whose end point has an arrow head, i.e., either it meets two short sketches which have a roughly 45 degree angle with its tangent at the end point, or its endpoint is close to the sharp angle of a "<" shaped sketch.
Squares, triangles and rectangles are assumed to be sketched in a single stroke. To initially filter out shapes that aren't enclosures, a condition is placed on the separation of the start and end points of a sketch a:
In order to differentiate between triangles, squares and rectangles the distance of each point a i to the sketch's centre of mass (COM) is considered:
This method is scaling and rotation invariant and results in a more flexible and simpler implementation. A plot of the distance of each pixel to the centre of mass is shown for a triangle, square and rectangle in figure 3 . It can be seen that the representation provides a unique signature of each type of shape allowing them to be easily differentiated. A peak detector is used to determine the number and location of each local maxima and minima in the distance profile. The peak detector uses a non zeroderivative method to avoid false detections which can occur due to accidental zero crossings [20] .
The number of maxima and minima are then used to classify the shape. Squares have typically four maxima and minima, triangles three and rectangles either two or four depending on the rectangles width. This potential difference occurs for extremely narrow rectangles because the small troughs in the peaks relating to the short sides of the rectangle are ignored due to the peak detection threshold. When the shape has four maxima and minima the height and width are used to differentiate between rectangles and squares. For the shape to be considered a square the width and height of a bounding box must differ by at most 25%. The maxima identified should relate to the corners of the triangle, rectangle or square. False detections can occur when shapes other than this are drawn. To allow for this the smoothed pixel data is segmented at the maximum points and lines are fitted between them using a modified least squares technique. More details are found in [21] .
Robot Control
Once sketches have been successfully classified the robot control subsystem handles the higher level interpretation of each recognised sketch. It also handles all communication with the robot, reading from its sensors and issuing commands for the robot to perform.
Task Queue and Control Loop
The robot control system allows multiple tasks to be queued using a two-sided queue, providing for more complex behaviour. When a new sketch is classified it is converted to a new task and placed at the end of the queue. Certain sketches, e.g., a square representing a "stop" sign, are placed on the front of the task list, to interrupt the system. Other sketches can act as interrupts depending on the current state of the system. For instance the first pause sketch drawn will interrupt the system but subsequent pauses will be added to the back of the list. When a sketch is deleted the robot control code is notified and then searches through the task queue deleting any tasks associated with that sketch.
A simple control loop is used to command the robot. During each iteration three main functions are performed: updating the robot's position utilizing the calibrated overhead camera; checking for any interrupts, such as if any of the robot's bumpers have been pressed; and if there are no interrupts it processes the task at the front of the queue. The tasks fall into five classes: robotic arm manipulation, robot motion, forbidden region definition, image capture, and system control. The two system control tasks are stop and pause. When processing the stop task, it simply clears the sketch context and task queue. A pause task specifies no behaviour so the system is held in a busy wait mode until the pause sketch is erased.
Robotic Arm Manipulation
When the system is initialised the robot control system places the arm in a known initial position, to ensure the robot arm position initially matches that of the 3D model. When the user rotates the arm in the 3D model a change in angle from this initial position is generated for each joint and communicated to the control system. This must then be mapped to the possible positions that each joint can move to. This mapping is achieved by linearly scaling the rotation to match the rotation on the robotic arm. To account for any difference between the initial position of the arm and the 3D model the rotations are adjusted by a joint dependent constant value
Mapping Sketch Input into the 3D World
In order for 2D sketches to specify 3D motions they must be mapped into the 3D environment of the robot. Using a calibrated camera this is achieved by casting a ray from the view point through a point of the sketch (parallel to the view plane). Next the intersection with the ground plane, situated at the origin, is found. This intersection point provides the point's 2D coordinates in the robot's plane of motion.
Robot Motion
The path to a target point, indicated by a cross, is a straight line. Sketched "no go" areas are avoided by circumventing them until a line to the target point can be traced which does not intersect that obstacle. The robot itself has laser sensors and avoids obstacles in a similar way. While more complicated path planning algorithms could be utilised, this algorithm was sufficient for testing the given set-up.
Arrows can encode both a path for the robot to follow or a rotation of the robot if drawn on it. To determine if the arrow is drawn on the robot, the robot is modelled as a circle (radius 200mm) for ease of calculation. Since the robot is roughly circular anyway, this does not result in a substantial error. The start and end points of the arrow are projected into the robot plane and their distance to the robot's centre calculated. If this falls inside the circle then the robot is simply turned to the heading formed by the last two control points of the arrow. If the arrow sketch falls outside of the circle, path following is intended. The waypoints for arrow sketches are formed from their control points. Waypoints too close together are removed.
In order to patrol a region of interest the region is covered with parallel lines aligned with the width of its oriented bounding box. We perform this "scanline" computation in pixel space since the current set-up does not have any significant perspective distortion. For large scale applications requiring high precision the scan lines should be computed in world-space.
The above algorithms compute a series of waypoints, which the robot processes sequentially. To manoeuvre itself to a waypoint the control algorithm maps the point into the robot plane and then commands the robot to turn at a rate proportional to the difference between its current heading and a straight line to the waypoint. Once the robot is at the correct heading it begins moving forward at a speed dependent on the distance to the waypoint. If the task does not involve patrolling, once the robot reaches the final waypoint the robot is stopped and the task removed from the FIFO. If the robot is in a patrolling mode then the control system simply controls the robot to each waypoint in reverse.
Implementation
All sketch recognition and robot control software was implemented in C++ to provide good performance. ARToolKitPlus was used to provide identification of the fiducial marker in the camera image. ARDev interprets the camera calibration data and handles projections between the image plane and robot plane as well as controlling the rendering of all objects in OpenGL. ImageMagick++ was used for conversion between image file formats. Player, a robot control interface, is used to communicate with the robot and control its sensors and systems.
User Evaluation and Results
To adequately assess whether the implemented design satisfies the specified requirements, eight subjects were asked to perform a series of tasks representative of real world applications. Five of the subjects were male, three female, all were aged between 21 and 22. Half had a robotics or programming background. The subjects were only provided with a list of shapes and their associated behaviour, no details on how to draw the shapes were provided.
The tasks included guiding the robot around its environment, including through an imaginary obstacle, selecting an area to patrol, taking a picture, stopping and pausing the robot during a task and manipulating the robotic arm to pick up a foam square. Examples are shown in figure 4 . The subjects were then asked to assess the system using a 5-level Likert scale as well as to provide general The results of the user study indicate that most functionalities were intuitive and easy to achieve (4.375 out of 5). The functionalities patrolling and stop, pause and resume also achieved very high scores of 4.75 and 4.4, respectively. The main problem were the tasks related to manipulating the robot arm -especially "picking up an object" which received a score of only 2.431 out of 5. The robotic arm was incorporated into the design as it is advantageous in industrial and educational applications. A common user complaint about the robotic arm was that it was difficult to gain feedback on where the arm was relative to the object. This occurred because the movement had to be visually monitored and sketch behaviour did not match expectations due to the trackball movement not feeling natural. These problems could be overcome in future by providing real time camera feedback of the area in front of the robot. A principal problem with the robot arm is that it has many axes resulting in multiple possible motions for an action. Furthermore its manipulation is in 3D rather than on a 2D plane, i.e., the arm has 6 degrees of freedom (3 for position and 3 for orientation, of the end of the hand). This could be resolved with a more abstract design where users sketch the "semantic" of an action, rather the motion of its components. An example would be to circle the object to be picked up and to sketch a line from the gripper to the object. An inbuilt algorithm would then compute the optimal arm motion.
Users also commented that the sketch recognition was not as robust as they would have hoped. For instance several subjects drew squares or triangles with multiple strokes, or a scribble as a loose crossed motion. The sketch recognition should be extended to support recognition of shapes with multiple strokes. Furthermore, it would be useful to perform a large scale survey investigating how users draw our proposed sketched robot control symbols and use this to improve our sketch recogniser.
Conclusion and Future Work
Sketching is a promising approach to allow inexperienced people to design simple robot programs. We identified five typical applications and derived three common tasks: moving a robot, patrolling an area and picking/dropping objects. A range of sketch symbols were presented and implemented for performing these tasks. User evaluation concluded that this type of system was intuitive and easy to use, thus this type of interface could provide a solution to the complexity seen in current human robot interfaces. The robotic arm component presented some challenges to users, highlighting the need for further development in this area. In future work we want to define more high-level behaviour, which requires more intelligent robot control software and sensors, and we want to explore sketch-based interfaces without ceiling mounted camera, e.g., by using SLAM algorithms.
